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In many subcellular force-generating systems, groups of motor proteins act antagonistically. Here, we
present an experimental study of the tug of war between superprocessive kinesin-1 motors acting on
antiparallel microtubule doublets in vitro. We found distinct modes of slow and fast movements, as well as
sharp transitions between these modes and regions of coexistence. We compare our experimental results to
a quantitative theory based on the physical properties of individual motors. Our results show that
mechanical interactions between motors can collectively generate coexisting transport regimes with
distinct velocities.
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Active transport and force generation, mediated by the
collective operation of cytoskeletal motor proteins, is
essential to build and maintain the spatial organization in
living cells. Collective behaviors of motors were first
addressed theoretically, predicting dynamic transitions
where the velocity of movement changes abruptly [1–3].
Recently, a number of subcellular force-generating
systems have been studied by a combination of theory
and experiments [4–7]. In these studies, novel behaviors
including stop-and-go and bidirectional movement were
reported in vitro and in vivo [8–11]. Among the underlying
principles for bidirectional cargo transport is the tug of
war, where antagonistic motors work simultaneously by
exerting force in opposite directions [3,8,12,13]. The tug-
of-war scenario is also important for subcellular processes
such as mitosis [9,14] and nuclear [5] and spindle [15]
oscillations, as well as axonemal motility [6].
Here, by a combination of in vitro experiments and
theory, we quantitatively characterize the collective dy-
namics of antagonistic motors. In particular, we realized
an antagonistic arrangement of motors by generating anti-
parallel microtubule doublets and studied their movement
in gliding motility assays on surfaces coated with high
densities of kinesin-1 [16] (Fig. 1). In this geometry, the
lengths of the microtubules (MTs) in the doublet determine
the numbers of motors that are available for force genera-
tion in both directions. Our setup allows us to use a single
type of motor which has been well characterized on the
level of single molecules [17]. In order to identify the
key mechanisms underlying the collective behaviors of
antagonistic motors, we developed a theory based on
the physical properties of individual motors. We show
that it is essential to include the finite stiffness of the
motors [15], in addition to the nonlinear force-velocity
relationship and the load-dependent detachment rate of
single motors [13].
Stabilized MTs of fixed lengths ranging from 5 to 15 m
were prepared by in vitro polymerization. MT doublets
were formed by incubation with anti--tubulin antibodies
which possess two tubulin binding sites [Fig. 1(a)]. In order
to distinguish parallel from antiparallel doublets, we
employed two-color polarity marking of MTs. Alexa-488
labeled MT seeds were created and subsequently subjected
to a mixture of Alexa-488 and Rhodamin-labeled tubulin
for MT elongation (see Methods in [18]). MT extensions
predominantly grew at the plus ends, resulting in uniformly
labeled green MTs with additional red signals at the
plus ends. This procedure allowed us (i) to unambiguously
determine the MT polarities in the doublets, (ii) to precisely
measure the MT lengths, and (iii) to count the number
of cross-linked MTs from the fluorescent signals
[Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) and [18]]. At high motor density (about
500 kinesins=m2), when fluctuations of the number of
active motors are expected to be small compared to the
number of available motors, the antiparallel MT doublets
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FIG. 1 (color). Gliding motility assay of antiparallel polarity-
marked MT doublets. (a) Schematic diagram of MT doublets
with individual MT lengths L1 and L2 and gliding velocity v.
(b) Schematic and dual-color epifluorescence image of an anti-
parallel doublet; bar 2 m. (c) Fluorescence intensity profiles in
the red and the green channels. (d) Kymograph illustrating the
doublet movement; vertical scale bar, 1 min.
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adopted a unidirectional movement with a constant velocity
and with the direction determined by the longer (or ‘‘lead-
ing’’) MT. In the following, the leading MT is characterized
by length L1 and the trailing MT by length L2. We system-
atically analyzed the doublet velocities as a function of the
relative difference of MT lengths ‘ ¼ ðL1  L2Þ=ðL1 þ
L2Þ for 56 antiparallel doublets [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. At
1 mM ATP concentration [Fig. 2(a)], the movement was
either slow (v=v0 & 0:2) or fast (v=v0 * 0:85), where v0
is the gliding velocity of a singleMT. For a range of‘, two
values of the velocity coexisted. A sharp switchlike tran-
sition from the branch of slow movement to the branch of
fast movement was observed for increasing ‘. Such dis-
continuous behavior and a coexistence region are character-
istic for a first-order phase transition. A sharp transition was
also observed for smaller gliding velocities v0 [at 10 M
ATP, Fig. 2(b)]. However, the position of the transition was
shifted towards larger ‘, and the width of the coexistence
region was reduced.
To investigate if transitions between slow and fast move-
ment could be triggered on the level of individual doublets,
we studied events where the lengths of MTs changed
suddenly. We observed that doublets, which originally had
a slow movement due to both MTs having about the same
length, rapidly adopted a fast movement by spontaneously
losing a small portion of one of the MTs [Fig. 2(c)]. We also
found that fast doublets could be stopped when the length of
the longer MT was reduced by laser cutting [Fig. 2(d); see
[18] for further examples]. From these results, we conclude
that direct transitions between the slow and the fast branch
can be induced by changes in filament length. This finding
also rules out the possibility that fast doublet motion oc-
curs because the trailing MT is simply ‘‘carried’’ by the
leading MT while itself not interacting with the kinesin-1
motors.
In order to quantitatively understand the underlying
principles of our experimental results, we developed a
theoretical description for the movement of antiparallel
MT doublets [Fig. 3(a)]. Motors are characterized by a
force-velocity relation vmðfÞ, where vm is the velocity of
motion along a MT towards the plus end and f denotes the
load force on an individual motor (f > 0 corresponds to a
force in the minus direction). Motors are attached to a
substrate by elastic linkers of stiffness k (‘‘motor stiff-
ness’’) [15]. We consider the left and right MTs separately.
For the left MT, the load force exerted by the elastic linker
is f ¼ ky, where y is the linker extension. If the MT moves
relative to the substrate with velocity v, this extension
changes as dy=dt ¼ vþ vmðfÞ. We now define the proba-
bility density paðy; tÞ for a motor with linker extension y to
be attached to the left MT. Likewise, the probability
density for a motor to be detached is denoted pdðy; tÞ.
The attachment probability obeys
@tpa ¼ @y

dy
dt
pa

þ!onpd !offpa; (1)
where !on and !off are the motor attachment and detach-
ment rates, respectively. A key ingredient of our theory is
the fact that the detachment rate !off depends on the load
force experienced by a single motor [19–22]:
!offðyÞ ¼ !0 expðkjyj=fcÞ; (2)
where !0 is the detachment rate in the absence of load and
fc is a characteristic detachment force. If the rate of linker
relaxation for a detaching motor is fast compared to the
rate of attachment, the distribution of detached motors
relaxes to [15]
pdðy; tÞ ¼ QdðtÞA exp

 ky
2
2kBT

; (3)
where QdðtÞ ¼
R1
1 pdðy; tÞdy is the probability for a
motor to be detached and A ¼ ½k=ð2kBTÞ1=2.
In the steady state, @tpa ¼ 0, @tpd ¼ 0, and the doublet
velocity v is constant. The average force exerted by a
single motor on the left MT is then given by f2ðvÞ ¼
fðvÞ, where fðvÞ ¼ kR11 ypady. The total force on
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FIG. 2 (color). Gliding velocities of antiparallel MT doublets.
(a) Experimental values (black triangles) of normalized doublet
velocities v=v0 as a function of the relative MT length differ-
ences ‘ ¼ ðL1  L2Þ=ðL1 þ L2Þ at saturating ATP concentra-
tion (1 mM ATP, v0 ¼ 0:44 0:07 m=s, mean SD, n ¼ 28
from 6 experiments). (b) Experimental values (black circles) of
normalized doublet velocities at reduced ATP concentration
(10 M ATP, v0 ¼ 0:12 0:04 m=s, n ¼ 28 from 6 experi-
ments). Error bars display the experimental uncertainties. The
lines shown in (a) and (b) represent the most accurate results of
our theoretical description to the experimental data using the
nonlinear force-velocity relationship of individual motors from
Ref. [25] (see [18], Discussion). (c) Kymograph of doublet
movement undergoing a transition from slow to fast movement
(bar 2 m, total time 126 s) and (d) from fast to slow movement
(bar 2 m, total time 70 s). Schematic drawings of the transition
induced by spontaneous MT breakage within the doublet (c) and
by laser cutting indicated by a flash (d) are depicted together
with the resulting velocity changes. The increase in fluorescence
intensity observed after about 1 min in (c) originates from a
manual increase of the imaging gain.
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the left MT is thus F2 ¼ n0L2 f2ðvÞ, where n0 denotes the
linear density of motors that can attach to the MT.
Accounting for the opposite orientation of left and right
MTs, the average force exerted by a single motor on the
right MT is f1ðvÞ ¼  f2ðvÞ ¼  fðvÞ. The total force
on the right MT is F1 ¼ n0L1 f1ðvÞ, and, by neglecting
viscous friction acting on the doublet [23], the force
balance reads
L2 fðvÞ  L1 fðvÞ ¼ 0: (4)
From Eq. (4), the doublet velocity can be determined as a
function of the ratio of the MT lengths L1=L2 and thus of
‘ ¼ ðL1=L2  1Þ=ðL1=L2 þ 1Þ.
Normalized doublet velocities, obtained from numer-
ical solutions to Eq. (4) (see [18]), are shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) for a simple choice of a piecewise linear force-
velocity relation [see inset in Fig. 3(c)].We first investigated
the role of the motor stiffness k, which is the least known
parameter, and its influence has often been neglected in
previous studies [Fig. 3(b)]. In all cases, except for small k
(below 1 pN=nm), two stable branches, corresponding to
slow and fast movement, exist. In both velocity regimes, the
doublet velocity increases with an increase in‘. For small
‘, the longer MT is leading and slow movement occurs
with v v0. Here dv=d‘ ’ fs=v0, with  character-
izing the load dependence of the single motor velocity at the
stall force. For large k > 1 pN=nm, fast movement with
velocities v ’ v0 occur for a wide range of ‘, and, for
certain values of ‘, both slow and fast movement
coexist. For k 1000 pN=nm, a change in the motor
stiffness no longer influences the doublet velocity curves.
For decreasing values of k, the slope dv=d‘ of the fast
branch increases while the width of the coexistence region
decreases. We also investigated the influence of the single
motor velocity v0 on the doublet velocity curve [Fig. 3(c)].
In agreement with our experimental data, the range of ‘
for coexistence is reduced as the velocity v0 decreases. Note
that in all our theoretical results the presence of the coex-
istence region in the doublet velocity curves is a robust
result of our theory over a wide range of parameters (see
[18] for variations of !0, !on, and fc).
Beyond the equations presented above, we interpret the
slow and the fast motility regimes as follows: On the slow
branch, motor attachment is faster than motor detachment
for both MTs (see [18]). Therefore, motors are dominantly
attached to the MTs. The difference in the number of
motors attached to the left and right MTs is then propor-
tional to the difference of MT lengths. Thus, the doublet
velocities are slow for small ‘. On the fast moving
branch, motors detach rapidly from the trailing MT (see
[18]) because they experience superstall load forces while
motors on the leading MT remain attached. Therefore, the
fraction of attached motors on the leading MT is much
higher than that on the trailing MT, and the doublet veloc-
ity can reach values close to v0.
Our work shows that the load-dependent detachment is
essential for the existence of the two observed branches of
motility. Load-dependent detachment of infinitely stiff
motors has been shown to suffice to capture key features
of different biological processes like membrane tube for-
mation, spindle [15], and chromosome [24], or meiotic
nuclear [5] oscillations, as well as stochastic bidirectional
cargo transport [13]. However, we find here that the motor
stiffness k is also a key parameter. The doublet velocities
observed in our experiments at both high and low ATP
could be reliably predicted for a unique set of parameters
only when taking into account the finite stiffness of the
A
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FIG. 3 (color). Theoretical results. (a) Schematic representation
of the one-dimensional model. The MT doublet is represented by
twoMTs joined at their plus ends. The lengths of the left and right
MTs are denoted L2 and L1, respectively, in consistence with the
annotations in Figs. 1 and 2. (b) Normalized doublet velocities
v=v0 as functions of the relative MT length differences for dif-
ferent values of motor stiffness k [where v0 ¼ 0:44 m=s is the
load free single motor velocity vmð0Þ]. The other parameter values
were either taken from previous studies (!on ¼ 5 s1, fc ¼ 3 pN
[22], fs ¼ 7 pN [31]) or measured here (!0 ¼ 0:01 s1, which
we note is an unexpectedly low detachment rate for the kinesin-1
construct used in this work; however, we consistently obtained this
value in multiple measurements under our experimental condi-
tions—see also [18]). The solid lines correspond to locally stable
steady states for which the slope dv=d‘ > 0. Broken lines
indicate unstable states with negative slope dv=d‘ < 0. The
force-velocity relation used is shown as an inset in (c).
(c) Normalized doublet velocities for different values of v0
[with k ¼ 10 pN=nm; other parameter values as in (b)].
Inset: The force-velocity relation of individual motors is described
for simplicity by a piecewise linear function vmðfÞ ¼ v0  ½v0 þ
ðf  fsÞf=f for f  f and vmðfÞ ¼ ðf fsÞ for
f > f. Parameters are f ¼ 5 pN and  ¼ 5 103 m=ðNsÞ
evaluated from Ref. [17].
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molecular motors. Using a simplified piecewise linear
force-velocity relationship for individual motors, we found
that a motor stiffness of k ¼ 10 pN=nm provides the best
agreement between experiment and theory. This choice
generates the appropriate slopes of the stable branches
[compare the black curve in Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 2(a)]
and can account for the changes of the doublet velocity
curve due to changes in ATP concentration, which
are described by changes of v0 [compare Fig. 3(c)
with Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. We note, however, that for
k ¼ 10 pN=nm the region of coexistence is larger than
the one observed experimentally. We find that this differ-
ence disappears when we use a more complex, nonlinear,
force-velocity relation based on a two-state stochastic
model [25] [see lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. This force-
velocity relation quantitatively describes the single-
kinesin-1 experiments reported in Ref. [17] but involves
more parameters than the simpler piecewise linear relation
(see [18]). Using this nonlinear force-velocity relation we
estimate a motor stiffness k ’ 2 pN=nm. We can only
speculate about the origin of the remaining discrepancy
between this value and earlier estimates (k ’ 0:5 pN=nm
[26,27]). The difference could arise because of different
assay conditions such as different methods of motor attach-
ment to the surface. It is interesting to note that such a
difference could also result from non-Hookian effects in
the motor elasticity. In our model, such effects do not
change the main results.
The pronounced sensitivity of the doublet velocity to the
shape of the force-velocity relation suggests that nonline-
arities in the mechanical properties of individual motors
are emphasized in the collective motion of many motors.
Therefore, our results provide an example for inferring
certain physical properties of single molecules, like the
negative velocity region (superstall force), by examining
the behavior of many molecules acting collectively.
We have developed a novel assay based on antiparallel
filament doublets to mimic the forces of antagonistic
motors in vitro. Although experimentally more challeng-
ing, this assay can be extended towards scenarios where
motors are softly coupled to their substrate, resembling
vesicular transport, as well as where motors interact with
dynamic MTs, resembling force generation in the mitotic
or meiotic spindle. However, already in the geometry
reported here, it will be interesting and straightforward to
investigate motors of different processivities [28] (such as
kinesin-1 under varied buffer conditions or nonprocessive
kinesin-14, myosin-II, and axonemal dynein), motors of
different directionality [8], or motors of the same di-
rectionality but with different velocities [29,30]. These
behaviors, which play an important role in a number of
cellular processes, naturally emerge in systems where
motors operate antagonistically.
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